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4,016 Inches Gain!
To date, in 1927, The TribuneDemocrat has carried 1,016
Inches MORE advertising than
for the same period last year.
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"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weakly Newspaper"
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BOY RAISES TON LITTER
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(Continued on page 6)
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NATIONAL

Dairy Show
fig Tri-StatSe Fair
MEMPHI

Leaves Benton 5:15 a. m.
Tuesday, October 18th.
Round Trip Fare, $4.55
Train Ram Direct to Fair Grounds
Arriving 10:00 a.m., Returning Departs 9:45 p.m.

Ii

Clothes, when prpperly dry-cleaned aid probeauty.
'crlv pressed Lio o a long Way in adding natural
prolonL4s tile life of any garment.
,

The railroads of the South have
made it possible for you to see this
great exposition at a nominal cost.
Don't be one of the few to miss it.
In addition.to this Special, tickets
for regular trains will be sold this
day at one fare for round trip.

FORMER MEMPHIS
CITIZEN WRITES
FROM CANAL ZONE

Slowing Up?

Ask your county agent or
railroad agent for full particulars

D

You'll like our odorless process and our work

We Pay Return Parcel Post

Buy tickets now and be ready
for the big show

NATIONAL

Dairy Exposition &
Tri-State Fair
Memphis, Tennessee
OCTOBER 15-22

DOAN'S

10th and Broadway, PADUCAH. KY.
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See the World's Greatest Exposition of the Dairy Industry ...
The first time the South has had
this opportunity. Also all of the
customary Fair features.
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y quarries at
Railwa
Louis
St.
be had at Nashville, Chattanooga &
gross cost
The
cars.
b.
o.
f.
ton.
per
cents
Cumberland, Ala., at 50
cents per
fifty
ate
to the farmers for this material will thus aggreg
d from
realize
e
revenu
small
ten,Aplus the freight rate. In view of the
25
than
less
not
in
order
to
s
patron
this material, we request our
1-4
the
e
to
replac
ed
install
been
has
screen
inch
3-16
ton lots, A now
coarse material.
inch screen heretofore used, which admitted acme
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A
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ITION
THE NATIONAL DAIRY EXPOS
IN MEMHELD
BE
WILL
TRY,
INDUS
DAIRY
ROUNDUP OF THE
N WITH THE
NATIO
COMBI
IN
22ND,
TO
15TH
BER
OCTO
PHIS,
URGED
TRI-STATE FAIR. ALL INTERESTED IN DAIRYING-ARE
TO ATTEND.
N THE
TO PRODUCERS WILL BE FURNISHED ON APPLICATIO
FOLTHE
WHOM
BY
ONS
NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF PERS
LOWING ARE
WANTED
•
rd steers; Holstein heifers; Jersey
Herefo
60
ey;
Guerns
E:
CATTL
Charcoal; Ancows and heifers; Shorthorn cows (milking strain);
FARM IMAND
ND-H
SECO
Colts;
Filly
ron
gora goats; 2 Perche
Phaeton
mill;
Feed
r;
grinde
Feed
Y:
INER
MACH
AND
ENTS
PLEM
beam
double
-ton
5
One
r;
Buggy; Delco Light plant; Lime crushe
Ala;
Alfalf
SEED:
poles;
light
c
;
Electri
Fairbanks Wagon Scales
car2
1
or
P:
SHEE
eza;
Lesped
;
clover
Sweet
and
n
sike; Crimso
POULloads of Grade Ewes; SWINE: Essex; Poland China gilts;
TRY; WHEAT.
GARBREEDERS OF LIVESTOCK AND PRODUCERS OF FIELD,
AS
SUCH
PT
EXCE
SALE
'FOR
UCTS
ARD
PROD
ORCH
AND
DEN
AL
LOGIC
D
AND
LISHE
REACH THE MARKET THROUGH ESTAB
RUNDE
THE
TO
ATE
UNIC
TO
ED
COMM
CHANNELS, ARE INVIT
OTHER
SIGNED COMPLETE DESCRIPTION, QUANTITIES AND
S,
DITIE
COMMO
NECESSARY INFORMATION OF SUCH
UT
DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE ON ALFALFA, SILOS, PEAN
ULAGRIC
IN
LIME
AND
URE
FACT
OIL
MANU
BEAN
SOY
AND
TURE WILL BE MAILED TO ANY ADDRESS UPON REQUEST.
ADDRESS:
L P. BELLAH,
General Agent
NASHVILLE, TENN.
.

FACTS

CHEVROLET

-AND THE OPEN MIND
HE MOST important element in business success—
and the most difficult—is to be sure that you

PONTIAC

T

have all the facts before you act.
OLDSMOBILE

mo GET them all, from every possible source, is the
firstobjective in General Motors. The Research
Laboratories contribute some. These are nuggets,
left in the crucible, after hundreds of ideas that
looked good have been burned away. The Proving
Ground contributes others. Dealers contribute. The
public contributes. Every department contributes.
Through the whole organization runs a spirit of
inquiry and of rigid insistence On proof.
UT OF such thinking come the new models
announced from time to time by Chevrolet,
Pontiac, Oldsmobile, Oakland, Buick, LaSalle,
. Cadillac—all with Fisher Bodies. And by Frigidaire.
Each new model is a tested step forward. Nothing ,
pride of
goes into it as a result of habit or guess or

OAIL•ND

BUICK

LASALLE

O

opinion.

CADILLAC

DELCO-LIGHT ELECTRIC PLANTS

Nothing counts but hard-won facts, gathered and
used with an open mind.

F1E11 ct
T74

•le.r.k reeterestse

GENERAL MOTORS"A

carfor every purse and purpose

1

•11•11•M

......

GENERAL MOTORS(Dept. A), Detroit, Mich.
ted bookPlease send without any obligation to me, your illustra
r with
let, "Where Motor Car Facts Are Established," togethe
or
product
Motors
General
ar
particul
the
about
informatioa
products I have checked at the right.

•
Name

1 1=01111••=1•1111=11,11•••11=1 =MI .11.111111
,

CLIP THIS COUPON

Address

CHEVROLET 0

OAKLAND

PONTIAC

BUICK

OLDSMOBILE

LASALLE

C:1

CADILLAC
FRIGIDAIRE

0

DELCO-LIGHT 0

nent business for farmers, laborers, salesmen and others. Write
today for Whitmer's "Every-dayThe H. C. Whitplan" for you.
K181J, CoDept.
,
For daily market prices on al mer Company
028P.
Indiana.
lumbus,
kinds of cattle, hogs, sheep and
Sharpe
veal. Call Fred Titsworth,
NOTICE - All persons having
exchange or address Little Cy- tools belonging to Marshall countfc
press, Ky., R. 1.
ty in their possession, shovels,
slipHOSE picks, crowbars, plows and
HOSE
ROSE
and
block
a
g
includin
scrapers,
A surprisingly fine quality of
turn in to
please
line,
foot
100
Ladies silk hose-twelve different
Jcihn At Henson, county road
colors, $1.10 a pair. Other good
028
suPbWiser, at once
hose at less price. Give size and
color desired in ordering. It not
FOR SALE - Red Top hay 50
satisfied you may return them, if cents,' pea hay 50 cents, baled
not worn, and money will be re- striwi 50 cents, wagon, team,
funded.
fanning implements, and my enMayfield Sales Company, trite corn crop at gathering time.
Mayfield, Ky.
Max Petway, Gilbertsville, .Ky.,
07p
Box 316
021p
Route 1.
ELECTRIC lighting - two men
SAWMILLS for sale at $150.00
at a cost of $150.00 can have all each ties and short lumber, write
conveniences of electricity with air full particulars. W. S. Lowery,
Delco light. L. A. McKeel, Mur- Salem, Star Route, Marion, Ky.
3-1-29
N18p
ray, Ky.
FOR SALE or Exchange shocked corn for baled straw, J. J.
Gough or see Henry Phillips at
2tc
Scale.

8

rship with the
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Public
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Anniversary
marks
merchandising because of high Quality and excepweeks we
tional value of the entire stocks throughout our store. For
autions
have been preparing for this event, taking extreme prec
cting our
against procuring cheap or flashy merchandise and instru
else, unbuyers that Rudy Merchandise MUST exemplify, above all
'COMquestionable Quality and Value. We invite you to SHOP! SEE!
PARE!

Our large buying o
have selected and examined every
touters an opportunit% for sa% in

LADIES'

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR AND GOWNS
WONDERFUL VALUES
Now that the cool weather is here you'll
want to dress warmer. Here is that chance
as we have grouped some very wonderful
values in Muslin Gowns, Teddies and combinations. You can not go wrong in buying
from this group.

Second Floor

Davis Chapel school entertained the patrons of the district
with a play, Thursday afternoon,
which was a great hit.
Several from this community
attended the show in Paducah
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Redge Henson
WANTED! Ambitious, industrious person to introduce and sup- and children of near Aurora were
ply the demand for Rawleigh the Sunday guest of Mr. and
Household Products in Manilla11 Mrs. %Kill Henson.
Clovis Chiles and son Charlie
County. Make sales of $150 to $600
MethRawlejorb
were business visitors in Benton
a month or more.
ods get business everystliere. No Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harve Brown of
selling expreience required. We
Adand
Sales
near Hardin spent the week end
supply products,
vertising Literature and Service with Mr. and Mrs. Chester DownMethods-everything you need. ing.
Profits increase every month.
Mrs. 0. E. Cones and son of
Lowest prices! best values; most Dexter is visiting her father W.
W. T. Raw- H. Turner.
complete service.
leigh Co., Dept. Ky. 122 Freeport,
N4P FIND LIPSTICKS CENTURIES
OLD IN AUSTRIAN RUINS
FOR SALE-House and lot,
the lipstick is not a modThat
furnished or unfurnished. Deintiovation is shown by inern
sirable place for boarding house.
t finds in lower Austria,
014p teresthl
Mrs. R. E. Vance.
where relics of the pre-stone age
WANTED for Marshall County: have been unearthed, says PopuAre you making $40 to $150 week- lar Mechanics Magazine. Among
ly? Dealers starting near you the runis were sticks of graphite,
without experience selling Whit- probably used as eyebrow pencils
Tiler Medicines and home necessi- lumps of ocher and receptacles
ties do. You drive your own car or containing rouge powder. This
team and wagon and do business collection of cosmetics is possibly
on our capital. No lay-offs Perma- 25,000 years old.

WANTED TO BUY veals, hogs,
beef cattle, milch cows, anything
in the live stock line. Phone
Sharpe Exchange or write Jamie
tf
Vaughn, Benton R. 6.

LADIES'

SILK UNDERWEAR AND GOWNS
VALUES TO $5.98
have,grouped here some very wonderful. values.. in.. Underwear.. and
Gownk• Made.. of excellent.. quality
Georgette, Glove Silk and Rayon, consisting of Step-ins, Chemise, Bloomers
and Gowns. Do not pass this opportunity as the values are up to $5.98.

Second Floor

Guaranteed $18.50 $22.50
Suits of Quality and Char

Just when everyone is searching for a new coat we were fortunate enough to get this group
of coats from one of the BEST manufacturers, at quite a price concession, and we are going to give our customers the benefit of this saving as one of our 49th Anniversary Events.

es, Men of Marshall Co. this is a true anniversary for you-A suit
men will enthuse here! 100 suits, some with 2 pairs of trouser.
ou inspect them for they have every indication of much higher pri
styling-their faultless tailoring-their rich patterns that disti
These suits are all wool and snappy patterns. Grey, tan, brown a

Saturday morning these coats go on sale at th?se phenomenally low prices. So act quickly.
open-for they will go quickly at
be here at 9 A. M. Saturday morning
these low prices.

SATURDAY

All the
Wanted
Materials

N. FRIEDMAN & SONS
Manufacturers line of

High Grade Coats
Our

And the Annivers

Second Floor

lcony Floor

Right at the beginning of the fall season-we offer a brand nev.
qualit.,
correctly styled hat at $3.50. What a value! You'll note the
an
straight
are
styles
The
material.
of being a much higher grade
Hat$5.00
regular
our
is
snap brim, and the newest shades. This
Anniversary Price

Boys, we have a surprise for you, just at the
everyone is talking about the game.. liudy's
a sweater a football free. These are all wool
in colors, red, blue, black-with combination

start of football sea
will give each boy
sweaters, slipover
color collar, sizes 3

(Incorporated)
BENTON.

KENTUCKY

Wonderful assortment of boy's shirts &HU
blouses, specially grouped and priced for (,ur
44th Anniversary, included are Broadcloth,
Madras and Percale. Sizes 6 to 14.

15 pounds Sugar
2 pounds Wolfe's best coffee still
2 pounds coffee like some call good
3 pounds Navy Beans, new crop
3 pounds Great Northern Beans
3 pounds Red Onions
White Texas Onions, per pound
Cabbage, per pound
Scoco Compound lard,
Sugar, per bag
24 pound bag Indian Peach flour
48 pound bag Indian Peach flour
24 pound bag Strait flour
2 stove joints
Cream Pails
Brass Washboards
No. 2 Wash Tubs
3 cans Merry War Lye
100 pound bag Ohio River
Smokeless shot gun shells,

$1.00
.45
.25
.25
.25
.10
.04
.03
6.45
6.25
1.05
2.00
.75
.25
45 to 65c
.50
.65
.25
1.10
.65

"Same Goods for Less Money"
Next door to Bank of Marshall County.Bento

Boy's Beacon Robes for these cool mornings,
before dressing. These Robes are cut full and
roomy. All have tie cord. Sizes 4 to 14.

to you-style details that style loving womei
Every dress brand new-fresh from the maker
shades.
characteristics of the new season, in the smartest
recognize at a glance as outstanding
values that will be offered from our garment section.
dresses are without a doubt one of the best
morning for the best selection.
advise being here at 9 A. M. Saturday

Materials
Wool Jersey
Crepe Satin
Georgette
Flate Crepe

Styles
Drapes
Straight Lines .1
Tiers
Pleatings
Two Piece Models

Boy's 4-Piece Suits
$9.95 to $12.95

X

oys'isuits with two pairs of trousers, one long, the
LI other 'short. Smartly tailored, all wool fabrics.
Tweeds and novelty weaves. Suits that are style
right for school or "dress up" wear. A style that
will suit every mother and every boy too. Sizes
5 to 14.

Boys' jersey suits, high grade knitted, for the bey
2 to 6 years. All wool, they are comfortable and
warm for home or dress-up occasions.. Mothers,
don't fail to visit this department.
SECOND FLOOR
•
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1927

Saturday at 9 a. m the Doors Open on the
Greatest Merchandising Event in history
of Our Store
And the Anniversary Event that Western Kentucky looked
forward to begins

orty-four years in partnership with the
we again celebrate an occasion that
ique achievement in Anniversary Sale
ing because of high Quality and excepks throughout our store. For weeks we
event, taking extreme precautions
lashy merchandise and instructing our
-e MUST exemplify, above all else, unLe. We invite you to SHOP! SEE! COM-

diligently for many weeks. We
Our large buying organization has planned and worked
care. And we promise our cusutmost
have selected and examined every offering for this event with
nce.
importa
ding
tomers an opportunity for savings of outstan

snappiest Oxford you
hope to see are these
walnut Calf Blucher
Oxfords light colored Scotch grain with
rubber heels. B to C.
MAIN FLOOR

A patent Oxford whose good
style aivi coVefill workmanship
'give it•;., the ..!treference for
Dancing among the well dressed men. Light welt sole, low
heels. A to C.
MAIN FLOOR

is characteristic element of living material and is increasingly
nt in industry, being the
importa
Board
Pursuant to orders of the
of all combustibles.
element
basic
of Trustees of the Town of Benton, done and executed and ordered to record on the 26th day
of August, 1927, I shall proceed
to tied to the highest and beat
bidder on Monday October 31s.
1927 at the Court House door in
Benton, Kentucky, a franchise
for the erection, operation and
In such a trying emermaintenance of a Light and Powgency as death, the imer Plant in Benton, Kentuckyd
cjiment
power
Light
of
sale
mediate family must
the
and electric energy in saki town
necessarily be relieved
as appears and is directed,byforof all the many respondinance passed and enacted,. in
special session of the Boned of
sibilities of funeral arTrustees of said town and iesairrangement.
ly posted and advertised- an Allie
• . x0t.
law directs.
In a quietly efficient,
Given under my hand thlti,,We
manner with a degree of:
,
13th day of October, 1927.
perfection that leavo4
PETE EGistER
Chairman, Board of trueties.
no detail overlooked, we
GLASS PATROL ON MOTOR'
ROADS SAVES AUTO TIRES
One of the latest ltl to motorists in California is a special patrol service to remove bit; of
broken glass from the highwaya,
says Popular Mechanics Magazine. A man with motorcycle apd
sidecar keeps constant vigil over
the roads, sweeping up fragments
of glass, etc., that are likely to
puncture tires. The plan will, no
doubt save autoists thousands of
dollars annually.

have won the confidence:
of those we serve ant
those who see us serve.
The firm that has had 15
years of experience in
Funeral Directing. •

While carbon makes up less
than one per cent of matter, it

100 Young Men's Suits
Guaranteed $18.50 $22.50 $25.50
Suits of Quality and Character

An Event of Unusual
Importance to All Women

were fortunate enough to get this group
Just when everyone is searching for a new coat we
a price concession, and we are goquite
at
turers,
of coats from one of the BEST manufac
of our 44th Anniversary Events.
one
as
ing to give our customers the benefit of this saving
nally low prices. So act quickly,
Saturday morning these coats go on sale at ttpse phenome
or they will go quickly at
open—f
doors
be here at 9 A. M. Saturday morning when th

You're There With
The

CROSLEY
Radio

for you—A suit opportunity over which
_Yes, Men of Marshall Co. this is a true anniversary
2
pairs of trousers. Forget he price when
with
some
suits,
100
here!
DO men will enthuse
of
much higher priced suits. Examine their
ion
you inspect them for they have every indicat
s that distinguish them instantly.
pattern
rich
r
ng—thei
styling—their faultless tailori
Grey, tan, brown and blue.
These suits are all wool and snappy patterns.

Strow Drug

:hese low prices.

All the
Wanted
Materials
Second Floor

"The Store of Personal Service"
KENTUCKY
BENTON,
offer a brand new
Right at the beginning of the fall season—we
the quality
correctly styled hat at $3.50. What a value! You'll iote
t and,
straigh
re
stylesa
The
l.
materia
of being a much higher grade
Hat—
$5.00
ar
regu
our
snap brim, and the newest shades. This is
1
Anniversary Price

ti..
....1.-

..

of football season' When
Boys, we have a surprise for you, just at the start
each boy purchasing
give
will
everyone is talking about the game., iludy's
r shaker style .
a sweater a football free. These are all wool sweaters, slipove
4-36.
red, blue, black—with combination color 'collar, sizes 30-32-3
in colors, --....

‘4.‘

Shirts and Bl
G 79c

actually get only about. one-half the heat that is generated.
The other half escapes up the chimney. Save the waste by

uses

Wonderful assortment of boy's shirts and
blouses, specially grouped and pr ced for our
44th Anniversary, included ari Broadcloth,
Madras and Percale. Sizes 6 to 14

These
Little fellow's suits with wash waists and wool pants.
to 8.
are the omartest, snappiest styles you've seen for the lad 2

•
Boy's Beacon Robes for these coOl mornings,
before dressing. These Robes are cut full and
roomy. All have tie cord. Sizes 4 tic) 14.

loving women will
maker to you—style details that style
t shades. These
r-tracteristics of the new season, in the smartes
our garment section. We
hest values that will be offered from
irning for the best selection.

Stroight Lines .f
Tiers
Pleatings
Two Piece Models

See and hear the famous Crosley
Bandbox at our store. All the world's best
entertainment in your living room with a
simple turn of the knob.
Installation complete is most reasonable, including all accessories.

Boy's 4-Piece Suits
$9.95 to $12.95

t

oys' suits with two pairs of trousers, one long, the
.
I other short. Smartly tailored, all wool fabrics
style
are
that
Suits
weaves.
novelty
and
Tweeds
right for school or "dress up" wear. A style that
will suit every mother and every boy too. Sizes
5 to 14.

boy
Boys' jersey suits, high grade knitted, for the
and
able
comfort
are
they
wool,
All
years.
to
6
2
warm for home or dress-up occasions.. Mothers,
don't fail to visit this department.
SECOND FLOOR

Boy's Capss
95c to $1.95

Boy's Caps specially grouped, newest fall pattern of tweeds and mixture. All sizes and
colors.

Boys' all wool knickers in light, dark and medium
shade. Just what the average boy wants fbr winter. Sizes 4 to 15.

Boys' slipover and zipper sweaters in light weight,
that look very snappy—yet they are comfortable
and .warm. In attractive color combinations. These
sweaters prove a savings on shirts. Sizes 4 to 14.

Blast
A wonderful new principle called the Hot
all
burns
hut
heat
of
loss
s
prevent
DOWN DRAFT not only
ed.
unburn
the gases that in other stoves escape
E. C. SIMMONS Wilson Heaters are made for either
coal or wood.

.4.1•

r,

p issminaimumar iur
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and Agriculture 3unday.
possession of the naval oil re- 'ounty School
Mr, and Mrs. Ciacro lglehart
to undertake
not
decided
fair
serve in Wyoming.
children of Madisonville, KY.,
and
The
day.
the
for
program
In ordering the return of the their
the week end guests of Mr.
were
gathered
had
that
crowd
small
govthe
vast petroleum field to
J. L. Brien.
Mrs.
and
-together
ernment, the highest court held however, were not all
Mrs. Keliale Coloson
and
Mr.
and
Benton
the
for
ed
disappoint
that "all the facts and circumwere guest in Trigg
family
Brewers boys furnished enter- and
Sinclair Must Return Oil Reserve itances require" a finding that
Sunday.
county
while.
the lease and agreement attend- tainment for the
Lease Which Aroused NaMiss Bethel Solomon spent SunAt 2:30 the referee's whistle
ing its transfer were "made fraday with Miss Marguerite and
tion Three Years Ago.
dulent by means of a collusion blew and it was nobody's game Mabel Walker.
between the from the beginning. Brewers took
and conspiracy"
Mr. and Mrs. Waite Clark and
Albert B. the lead early in the game, but
and
operator
oil
wealty
Within
—
10.
Washington, Oct.
spent the week end with
children
in the second quarter Benton ralFall as .interior secretary.
Mrs. W. A. Duese.
and
Mr.
a week of his trial on a criminal
Fall is to come to trial with lied and threatened to claim the
conspiracy charge growing out of Sinclair next Monday in the Dis- lead.
One of the Berlin fire-engine
the lease of Teapot Dome, Harry trict of Columbia Supreme Court
Chambers for Benton was with
F. Sinclair lost in the Supreme and in asking for their convk- out a doubt the outstanding play- companies is equipped with a
Court today his fight to retain tion of conspiracy to defraud the out a doubt their outstanding soapsuds-generating unit to comfires.
government, special oil counsel player. His splendid floor work bat oil, gasoline and other
mixare
water
and
soap
Powdered
subjury
trail
the
to
will present
and never failing eye for the baswith
and
quiintities
large
in
stantially the same set of facts ket from a distance marked him ed
the
of
capacity
the
speed,
great
States
upon which the United
as a star. Phillips also played
of
quarts
8,000
being
apparatus
findits
predicted
Supreme Court
splendid ball. Cole, Brewers' fast
n
preparatio
The
minute.
per
ings.
center led the Brewers boys in suds
flames.
the
smothers
Comes as Surprise
scoring. Darnall played his usual
Some surprise was manifest good basketball. He is well worthy
that the court handed down its of his nickname "Flashy". Trees
decision in advance of the crim- and Lyles deserve their part of
inal trial, but the ruling itself the credit for victory. They were
was as had been expected since forever on the defense and breakthe highest tribunal previously ing loose for a goal when it seemhad found for the government in ed to be needed the worse.
the equally celebrated case in- Roach's usual floor work and
volving the lease of the Elk Hills speed was outstanding.
The line-up's were:oil reserve in California to
naval
pening the door
Benton (15) Pos. Brewers (20)
Edward L. Doheny.
9 was in • dreadfully runF
to the hospitality
Darnall 6
down condition," says Mrs. Chas.
As a net result, the govern- Phillips, 4
L Lacroix, a Montgomery, le.
L. Roach
F
ment gets back the two oil fileds Williams
of the South
suffered a great deal of pain.
"I
13
n
its
Cole,
C
2
posseessio
Cole,
which passed from
in misery all over. I
was
I
Lyles, 2
G
nearly six years ago under cir- Brinkley, 2
LOUISVILLE'S newest and
sit up and I could not
not
could
finest hotel-located in the
Treat;
G
cumstances which aroused the Cooper
I couldn't sleep and
down.
lie
heart of the theatre,shop(senate and led finally to an in- Chambers, 7
would have dreadful
I
times
at
ping and business district.
This was Benton's first game
vestigation disdosing a scandal
vomiting spells. The aches and
WALNUT al MTH
pains seemed to cover my whole
which literally rocked the coun- of the season. They promise unbody.
der the leadership of their cocah
try three years ago.
"One night my husband
Throughout the opinion, Jus- T. A. Chambers to become a winme home six bottles of
brought
tice Butler was severe in his con- ning team.
Cardui and I began to take it.
Following this game the indedemnation of Fall.
I could tall that I was improvpendent teams of Benton and
ing from the first bottle, but I
Brewers met on the floor for their
kept on taking the medicine, for
BREWERS BEATS BENTON
I knew that I needed a tonic
second game this season of which
that would build me up and
Because of the down pour of Brewers has won both.
strengthen me where I was
Benton — Forwards, Creason.
rain the directors of the Marshall
weak and run-down. That is
and Farmer; Center, Cross, 3;
exactly What Cardui did for ma.
Guards, Rowe and Shemwell.
After I had finished the six bot.
Brewers — Forwards, Truitt,
ties I felt fine.
4, Darnall, 2; Center. Lamb. 8;
1 feel truly thankful for what
Cardui has done for me, for I
Guards, Darnall and Treas.
could not have gone on living in
Substitutes for Brewers, Lyles
—an antiseptic should be used to prevent Infecthe desperate condition I was in."
and Mathis.
.
For sale by all druggist.. g..p
tion,insure quick healing.Therefore,rememberto

GOVERNMENT GETS
TEAPOT DOME BACK

1
Misery
Was In

BLACK DIAMOND EXPRESS
(Continued from page 2)

got that' man when I wante41 him
R. E. Kelly. of Route 7, concluten years ago. I knew then we
at Symsonia Sunday night a
ded
needed* him—that it Wils. a risky
thing to let him be outside the splendid Holiness meeting. Much
fence! He's a man, that fellow." interest was shown in the meet"Well, but this business will ing.
spike his guns, won't it r said
Phil.
"I don't know," said Jordan.
I'm darned if I do. He's .Ilk c Samson—he's game to go down himself if he can bring the walls
doWn about our heads. No. Phil—
there's no use in blinking the
facts. We're up against it. I wish
I knewilow we were going to
come out of it."
"They're after that , evidence
aren't they?"
"Yes. It's our best be' after all.
That is—oh, the devil—the story
TPIADI IMAM aim.
as you tell it's no gaid! N(i jury
would convict him of au.$ crime
for swinging a chair to defend
himself or his friend. But—that
Coated tongue,dry mouth,
must have been a hard gang!, If
bad breath, muddy skin,
we can find that a man actually
nerves and sour
groggy
was killed and get a couple of
suggest its use.
stomach
witnesses to swear that Ballard

Your tongue
tells when you
need

MO' -

All Over

O

We Don't Know it all
BUT WE ARE WILLING TO LEARN
We don't know'. all there is to know
about the restaurant business, but we are
willing to learn and if you'll tell us what
you want and how you want it served, we
will get it if it is at all possible.
We make a specialty of serving special dinners for clubs and meetings. If
you are planning an affair we believe we
can serve it to your entire satisfaction.

I

On Scratches or Skin Abrasions

Cigarettes — Cigars — Candies
Cold Drinks

TAME

Use

1 OROZON1E at Once!
9)

Borozone Liquid, a powerful antiseptic, cleanses cuts
and wounds and kills germs ... Borozone Powder
applied after the liquid,hastens healing.Keep both handy.
Sold By
Co.

y
NT d Drug
Nelson-Ford

PALMA
Mr. and • Mrs. Waite Clark and
family have returned home, alter
a two months stay in Detroit.
IUSED BY WOMEN
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Walker,
OVER SO YEARS
FOR
and family and Mr. anti Mrs. J.
L. Brien were in Paducah Saturday.
Palma boys played ball with
is a prescriigion for
Pugh boys Wednesday, the scores
being 20 to 14 in favor of Palma. COLDS, GRIPPE, FLU, DENGUE,
BILIOUS FEVER AND
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Burradell
MALARIA.
Lee
attendand daughter, Nellie
it Kills the germs.
ed the association at New Hope

CARDIN
666

For Years---

411MWIWIIMMIS
WISIONIm
paswittl....•••••

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL BALLOON TIRE TREAD!

The Saturday Evening Post in the fall of 1922
carried the announcement of the original balloon tire;
it was a—

'firestone

®

ROI I: I

USED CARS
WI//I drit -0/( Mal counts
Look For The Red "0.K." Tag
After we have thoroughly
reconditioned a used car,
we attach • red "0. K."
tag to the radiator cap.

F u 11 - size
Gum - Dipped
Balloon a n d
bore the same

This tag certifies that the
vital unite of the car have
boon gone over completely
by expert meehaaim and

Benton Motor Co.
BENTON, KY.

world fa-

it

mous

ever

since.
Scientifically Con-

Firestone
Tires and Tubes
are now selling at
lower prices than
at any other time
in tire history!

structed to insure utmost
SAFETY,

Whiteway Cafe

• ••

011ie Mathis, Mgr.

4

•

•
•

•

•

•

Hard-boiled This
Goodyear Heavy
Duty Cord

ECONOMY

•

•

HEAVY DAMAGE THROUGH THE ENTIRE SECTION
EMPHASIZES THE FACT,
•The Goodyear Heavy Duty Cord for pasTORNADO INSURANCE is an All-Year-Round Neces•senger cars. Made with extra plies of
sity. Any day, any month, any place—is the time and place
•Supertwist — extra elastic and extra
for a Tornado.
•strong—armored with circumferential
You can carry Tornado Insurance at very little cost, in
•
a
little
sidewall ribs—powerdd with the famous
on
Good Substantial Companies. Don't take a chance
County.
Marshall
struck
had
tornado
Company. Suppose this
•All-Weather Tread.
II
If you are insured in one of our big Companies with Millions
•
of Dollars behind it, you would not worry about collecting
your money—but suppose you were insured in a small com- a a•Costs what? Let us give you the good
•news—confidential.
pany where each policyholder is assessed a certain amount to
pay the loss—think what it would cost you,

2

•

"Authorized Ford Sales & Service"

CALVERT CITY

GEO. E. LONG
Successors to Ely & Long

DRAFFEN BROTHERS
DEPARTMENT STORE
CALVERT CITY,

THE BEST INSURANCE IS THE CHEAPEST IN THE
LONG RUN,

KENTUCKY

"IT'S RIGHT IF WE WRITE
Office over Bank of Marshall County

•
•

11
1

•

•BENTON FILLING STATION*
•
a

•
•

MP/

•

4$

(U" I

•

.5.

111111111111/111111r

•

•How would yo like to have a tire that•
a couldn't be licked? Drive it hard—give it
e
VERREIMIEfigaRIEFEERRIERREIERMINV go the bad news-----rtrn it anywhere short of a•
•nail plant or a glass works.
Property Owners of Marshall County:•
•
5000 HOMES LEVELED AT ST. LOUIS.
0.
$75,000,00
AT
•
ED
got
We've
Don't
crowd.
now!
ESTIMAT
Easy,
LOSS
•
PROPERTY
69 DIE, 600 INJURED.
•plenty for you.
I 0\

VIIL11111.
1111,

4."1-

\

•

•

kI

:••••

•

•

Ql; \I II

I.%

,

•

•

les

r."

I
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COMFORT

Draffen Motor Co.
BENTON,

4A
-LOCK

•

•
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Miss Pauline Barnes and /
Donald Hughes left last week namerle Hurd spent Saturi
for Memphis, where he entered night with Miss Lucy Starks.
a school. of Pharmacy.
Mrs. Richard Castleman is
Homer Hartley, of Paducah,
the sick list this week.
was in town Sunday.
Mrs. Dona Sins and child
Mr. and Mrs. B. T. Cress and and Miss Annamerle Hurd Bp
daughters, Kitty Wells and Mary Saturday iTI Benton visiting
Elizabeth, of Mayfield, were the Itotiert Hunt
guests of Mrs, Kitty Pace last
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Hiett
Saturday and Sunday.
r Vi'allitit Grove spent Sat
flea
Miss Louise Hughes was the day night and Sunday with
last week end guest of Miss Nelle 8
Mrs. Jessie Starks.
Irvan. of Murray..
Mr. mild Mrs. Dick Rudd
J. T. Midyett, of Benton,' was Benton attended preaching
Church Grove Sunday aftern(
in town Sunday.
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Detroit,
MI and Mrs. Simon Rudd vi
of
Curtis Copeland.
Dowdy and fa
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visiting home folks at Dexter.
of
one
y
Su tiff
A. .1. Wells. principal of
tacks filled his reg
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the Paducah schools, spent last
appoint num', at Church G
week end at home.
MurSunday atternoon with a 1;
Mrs. H. I. Hughes was in
ciowit maid attentative audien
ray last Friday.
Esq. Oscar Rudd and fa
F:urie Mathis, of Route 2, spent
',leaching at New
Paattendee
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last Saturday and Sunday
•
Sunday.
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Mr. anti Mrs. Albert Le,
, Harry
Mrs. Bill Alton and son.
last
Herrin were visiting Mrs. 1
were visitors in Paducah
Mr. and Mrs. Ge
To:treads.
Saturday,
Quite a number of Hirdin peo- Baird Simony.
There will be a singin
ple went to Paducah last SaturEh Grove Saturday n
were
hut
show,
day to attend the
(Mobs, 17,t41. Everybody is
disappointed.'
Victor Jones, who was shot at vited to Ime and take part i
Dexter last Sunday by Lloyd Mc- singing.
Misp Loi, Darnall spent S
Daniel is in the Murray hospital.
eight itth Miss Treva
Murray
day
He was accompanied to
Mrs.
sserthy.
mother.
and
by his wife .
Polk Jones.
Drilling for oil and gas in
E. W. Pace and family, of Maycounty has been started b.
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fitinday.
town
field, were in
Miss Vivian White spent Sat- London Oil and Gas Compa
Henry Ford owns 45.000
urday in Benton.
coal and timber lands in
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and
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Rudy Gardner
Miss Kate Gardner were in Pa- (-o mit e a lone .The property
none timein timber on its 8V
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and
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tread design
that has made

put in condition to give
thousands of miles of additional service. It takes
all the "guess-work" out
of used car buying.
Look for this lag when pow
bey a reed ear—for it is
vow piarowoo
and wind

ROUTE THREE

HARDIN

had siene motive for killing hlin
—then we might get somewhere."
(To be continued)

Benton,Ky.

• J. M. T1CHENOR & SONS
•
•
Calvert City, Ky.
•
•

Benton, Ky.
..deffliyaiRREREparanefaiyEREFEweek, 4••••••••••••••••••••••:

Have Your Roof Locked-We Have The Key

More than 5.000 squares of Ay!
Locks applied over old wood shingles
this county.. Ask the pepoie who have o
There probably is one on yo
neighbors ho,u,se.. Listen to those rath
than the man'who is interested in selli
you something else.
Arro-Lock is the first shingle:
plied over old wood shingles and has g
en absolute satisfaction, from the fi
roof put on over six years,ago. It is
an experiment but an assured success.
Let us make you an estimate
your roof. We have the trained labor
apply them. A good shingle and gt
workmanship equal a good roof.

Treas Lumber C
OWNI 12-' 01

Arro-Lock Roofing Co.
KENTUCK
BENTON,

tot-

THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT,(Benton, Ky.)
had some motive for killing him
iscro Iglehart
—then we might get somewhere."
disonville. Ky.,
(Continued from page 2)
(To be continued)
guests of Mr.
got that' man when I wanted him
en.
R. E. Kelly, of Route 7, concluKelsie Coloson ten years ago. I knew theh wo
ded at Symsonta Sunday night a
est in Trigg needed him—that it was
thing to let him be outsid5. the splendid Holiness meeting. Much
fence! He's a man, that fellow." interest was shown in the meet"Well, but this business will ing.
said
spike his guns, won't
Phil.
"I don't know," said Jordan.
I'm darned if I do. He's 4ik,- Samson—he's game to go (low h himlin fire-engine self if he can bring the walls
ipped with a down about our head& No, 14111—
g unit to corn- there's no use in blinking the
nd other fires. facts. We're up against it. I wish
water are mix- I knew how we
ities and with come out of it."
"They're after
iitis nee
apacity of the
000 quarts of aren't they"
"Yes, It's our best bet after all.
he preparation
That is—oh, the devil—the story
as you tell it's no good! No jury
would convict him ce. any crime
for swinging a chair te sit-fend
himself or his friend. Rut —that
must have been a hard ganef., II
we can find that a man actIteilly
was killed and get a rouRIr of
witnesses to swear that Et:Ward'

y MDMrs. Chea.
tgomery. La.
deal of pain.
all over. I
I could not
't sleep and
have dreadful
aches and
ver my whole

We Don't Know it all

•

husband
six bottles of
to take it.
was improvbottle, but I
medicine, for
ed • tonic
me up and
ere I was
That is
dui for ma.
the ex butfor what
'or me, for I
on living in
bon I was in."

BUT WE ARE WILLING TO LEARN
We don't knew all there is to know
about the restau eant business, but we are
willing to learn And if you'll tell us what
you want and 110‘'v you want it served, we
will get it if it is at all possible.
•
We make ;i specialty of serving special dinners for clubs and meetings. If
you are planning an affair we believe we
can serve it to your - entire satisfaction.
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tor Memphis, where he entered
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the Paducah schools, spent last
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LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
James Breathitt .

LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
E. E. Nelson

SECRETARY OF STATE

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT NO. 2

•1.

(illarettes — Cigars — Candies — Fruits
Cold Drinks

PUBLIC
OF
AUDITOR
ACCOUNTS
(tell Coleman

PUBLIC
OF
AUDITOR
ACCOUNTS
in M Perkins

TREASURER
Mrs. Emma Guy Cromwell
ion for
U. DENGUE,
•
ER AND
•
A.
Erring.
•

SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTIONS
_.
W. C. Bell

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

COM. OF AG. & LABOR AND
STATISTICS
.
Bright
Newton

•
•
•
•
•
•
• Hard-boiled This
•
• Goodyear Heavy
•
•
Duty Cord
•
•

CLERK OF COURT
W. B. O'Connell

•
•_,
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•How would yo like to have a tire that•
•
a couldn't be licked? Drive it hard—give it•
1. the bad news run it anywhere short of a•
•nail plant or a glass works.
•
•
•
Easy, now! Don't crowd; We've got
•
•plenty for you.
•

•

•

le cost, in
on lint..
II County
h Millioncollectin.f
all corn amount t..

Are you in favor of amending
Section 246 of the Constitution of
Kentucky relating to the compensation of public officers, as follows?
"That Section 246 of the present Constitution of the Commonwealth of Kentucky be repealed
and stricken therefrom, and that
in lieu thereof it shall be provid-ed, under the same section number, as follows:
Section 246. The General Assembly shall have power and it
shall be its duty to fix reasonable
compensation for all public officers, and the method or methods
of paying such compensation,
The provisions of this section
shall be made applicable to incumbents in office at the time of
the ratification of this amendment
and at the time the General Assembly shall first after its adoption fix the salaries of public officers affected thereby."

•The Goodyear Heavy Duty Cord for pas•senger cars. Made with extra plies of
•Supertwist — extra elastic and extra
strong—armored with circumferential
•sidewall ribs- -powerdd with the famous IN
10 All-Weather Tread.

•

•
I Costs what? Let us give you the good•
•
•news—confidentia I.
•

•
•

REPRESENTATIVE
H. B. Helfand

Have Your Roof Locked--We Have The Key

:BENTON FILLING STATION:

•
•

Renton, Ky.

•

• J. M. T1CHENOR & SONS

OWNERS OF

Calvert City, Ky.
•

•
•

e••••••••••••••••••••••

Arro-Lock Roofing Co.
KENTUCKY.
BENTON,

• COM. OF AG. & LABOR AND
STATISTICS
Tate-Bird

APPEALS

R. R. COMMISSIONER
Moses R. Glenn

More than 5,000'squares of ArroLocks applied over old wood shingles in
this county. Ask the pepole who have one.
There probably is one on your
neighbors house. Listen to those rather
than the man who is interested in selling
you something else.
Aim-Lock is the first shingle applied over old wood shingles and has given absolute satisfaction, from the first
roof put on over six years ago. It is not
an experiment but an assured success.
Let us make you an estimate on
your roof. We have the trained labor to
apply them. A good shingle and good
workmanship equal a good roof.

SUPERINTENDENT OF
LIC INSTRUCTIONS
Warren Peyton

REPRESENTATIVE
('. Newton

Are You in favor of amending
and re-acting section 147 of the
Constitution of the Commonwealth of Kentucky so that said
section when amended, extended
and re-enacted will read as follows:"Sec. 147. The General Assembly shall prcvide by law for the
registration of all persons entitled to vote in cities and towns
having a Population of five thou- •
sand or more; and may provide by
general law for the registration
of other" Voters in the State.
Where registration is required,
( nly persons registered shall have
the right to vote. The mode of
registration shall be prescribed
by the General Assembly. In all
elections by persons in a representative capacity, the voting
shall be viva voce and made a
matter of record; but all elections by the people shall be by
secret official ballot, furnished
by public authority to the voters
at the polls, and marked by each
voter in private at the polls, and
then and there deposited. Provided, however, that the General
Assembly may enact laws to permit electors or voters who are unavoidably absent or who are required, by their regular business
or occupation to be absent, from
their voting precincts on the day
of the electicn, to exercise the
night of sufferage and to vote in
all elections held within their
precincts, and to provide all necessary means for preparing, delivering and having counted such
votes. The word 'Elections' in this
section includes the decision of
questions submitted to the voters,
as well as the choice cf officers by
them. The first General Assembly
held after the adoption of this
Constitution shall pass all necessary laws to enforce this provision, and shall provide that persetts illiterate,. blind, or in any
way disabled, may have their ballots marked as herein required."

CIRCUIT CLERK
W. Brien Holland

State of Kentucky
County of Marshall
I, Clint R. Smith, Clerk of the county court of said county, do certify that the above
the regular Novemand foregoing is a true an dcorrect copy of the official ballot to be used in
Kentucky.
ber election, to be *held on November 8, 1927, in -Marshall county,
Given under my hand this the 10th day of October, 1927. -‘

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1927
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Columbus Discovered America

ane

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

r

FIRST QUALITY
MERCHANDISE AT
LOWER PRICES.

Many Savings
Offered In All
Departments

NATIONALLY

GOODS
TO1L&T
y
17c
37c
..1 t Great

W151 OPERATE 31
CASH STORES IN
31 OTHER CITIES

37c

Every day more people discover that
this is the store in which to trade—for instance we have that famous cocoanut deal
that we have been featuring every fall, on
this week.
1-1 lb package Baker cocoanut
2-1/211) packages Baker cocoanut
2-1-.1Ib packages Baker cocoanut
2-18Th packages Baker Cocoanut
Total $1.50 value for

50
50
30
20

Reduced Prices
25c Pompeian •
Talcum . . .
50c Djer Kiss
Face Powder
$1.00 Attires
Face Powder..
$1 Princess Pat
r'ace Powder
Flower:,
50c Three
Vanishing
Cream
60c Woodbury's
(
Cold Cream .. 97
50c Pepsodent
Tooth Paste... 37(
25c Listerine
1 Paste. ..
36clisainol
Too
Skin Soap
36c Odorono
Deodorant ....
60c Pompeian
97e
Rouge . .
50c Williams
Aqua Velva
$1.26 Pinaud's
Lilac Veget

79c
79c

BROADWAY
AT
4th 1:-.11.ELT

ON OCTOBER 12, 1492

A OVPIOTIsIe0

17(
17(
25e

value
value
value
value
$1.05

4

IL

Buy enough to last you sevre,ral months, as it is guaranteed indefinitely.

1 1k I
,4

1111

140,

11

1.

t

37('
98c

A.

,

ak4

ij

It MIEN , nag

S

RAIN COATS

4.;10iPtifkit*

Relied Trehelt 5471c ç1
rubber's
lade
lied Anterproof
material — with
patch pockets.
Red — Blue •—
Green — Black
Pilsen 14 t• 44.

'
10T$ ,
..syk.401,

LEATH ER ET1'E

Trench Coats
Store Open
From 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.

THE HOUSE THAT SERVICE BUILT

LOCALS

G. A. Thompson transacted
,business in Paducah Wedneaday.

Locals, back mtge, PACKER
OF
TELLS
VALUE
section two.
LITTER
TON
of
The Mother's Department
The Field Packing Company of
the Woman's Club met Thursof
home
the
oro recently paid $11 per
at
Owensb
on
day afterno
cwt. for a litter of seven purebred
Mrs. K. G. Dunn.
Miss Edith Pierce and Mr. Poland-Chinas weighing 2,008
Strow Hayden were married here pounds, raised by Anslem Reisz,
Daviess county farmer. PresiWednesday afternoon. Mrs. HayNelle
Mrs.
dent Field of the company made
den is the daughter of
HayMr.
and
the following report concerning
Benton,
Pierce, of
(!en is the son of Mrs. Genie Hay- the ton litter.
"A miscellaneous lot of 12-1
den Many friends wish them
• were killed the same day
ss.
hogs
happine
and
success
The Literary Department of the Reisz ton litter was slaughterthe Woman's Club will meet next ed. Their average live weight cost
Thursday at the home of Mrs. V. was $10 per cwt., their dressed
A. Stilley, Sr. The following pro- weight cost $14.38 per cwt., and
gram will be given:- Quotations their yield 69.53 per cent meat.
on England, members; The kng- Reisz's seven pigs cost $11 per
$14.22 per
lish Novel, Mrs. Roy 0. Chum - cwt. live weight andwith
a meat
weight:
dressed
Mrs.
cwt.
bier; Taming of the Shrew,
cost
The
cent.
per
Er77.34
of
of
yield
Comedy
rs;
McWate
R, R.
rors, Mrs. G. A. Thompson, Read- of their dressed meat was, thereings from the Early Ninth and fore, 16 cents per cwt. less than
Writers, Mrs. the cost of the meat obtained from
Tenth Century
Ceorge Bailey; "My Favoriti the 124 miscellaneous hogs, in
Shakesperean Heroine", Mrs. J spite of the fact that they cost
D. Peterson, Mrs. Tullus Chain' $1 per cwt. more in live weight.
In addition, the meat from the ton
hers, Mrs. Cliff Treas.
ar0
litter is worth at least a half a
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Brandon
a pound more."
Sunk
cent
born
son
a
of
the parents
lay afternoon. He has been nami
How many motorist on the pub:d Thomas Savage.
highways have run one cat
lic
Murray
of
Mason,
H.
W.
Dr.
head of the Mason Memorial Hos 139,200 miles without an accipital, will address the Progre” dent? Motor car operation may be
Club at the regular meeting Frir safer on rails than on the highways, for the October issue of the
day at the Whitev;ay Cafe.
Central Magazine reports
Illinois
a
Ben Grogan, of Murray, was
last fourteen and onein
the
that
WedBenton
in
s
visitor
busines
half years Foreman Joseph Cole
nesday morning.
John T. Midyett was a busi- at New Orleans has had charge
ness visitor in Paducah Thursday. of his rail motor car while it was
Mr. and Mrs. D. R. Peel were moving over this distance and has
visitors in Paducah Wednesday. covered that mileage without a
J. A. Hoey, of St. Louis, was single accident. Operator Oscar
in Benton on business Thursday. Bergeron and Relief-Man Alaton
Mr. Hoey, a well known sales ex- Adams have handled the car for
pert, is putting on the closing the last eight years, In addition
out sale of the Hardin Mercan- to carrying workmen, this car
-tile Co., which stock will be mov- also transports track, signil and
ed to Murray and consolidated gardening materials and moves
with the Reynolds, Inc., a large flag shanties, tool houses and
small offices as needed.
new chain store in Murray.

owl

. .

Frhs • Velvets and C0711 ,inations

New
Fall
Mod -

//

Exquisite Fur Trimm td

Cood brew, quern,'
with plain or white
Facings

Additional

4.

graudeehuiumazfaHRARtfeeemaineer

Experien0d Enough
To Know
Young Enough to
Go Forward
Draffen ...os., began 16 years ago with a small shoe
they op. te ne of the most complete stores
Today
store.
in Marshall coun--.
These 16 years have brought much valuable experience, yet they leave us still young in years and in spirit to
look forward to even greater service to our friends and cust omers.

THERE'S JUST ONE KIND OF
SERVICE HERE — THE BEST POSSIBLE IN EVERY INDIVIDUAL INSTANCE.

DRAFFEN BROTHERS
DEPARTMENT STORE
CALVERT CITY,•

1,_

KENTUCKY

Newest Fall and Winter Styles!
New Fall Fabrics! BOUrio.s,

Suedes,

te NhipilicnIs Just
Unpacked!

Beriudeloths,

Fine Velours,

lifTweet
style!
Clone fluting nhnpen.
elmsIto od
mall brimmed lint.,
ripple
brims
mid
ethers.
Ei.ery N e‘s
rind wonted
color!
,
Billek, any)
New reds,
blues,
New
tans greens
.nd numerot here
Hats for
every type
wotnen

,

Larne, medline styles, flare effects,
Coats in rtra
tucks, handso no buckles, and scores of
ew Colors Are
rtl
‘4 It. sAtimIt 111.114:. NEW WINE
sil 1DF.S, TANS, (IREIS, 4/1tEENS

;I Mr/ft e•

';?"'''

verv

CoatFu

•

/Ir

mnmed

T., Match the Coat
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Fine
French slum Jersey — All colors
Cutely styled.
Sites to 14 years
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or short
sleeve in

V.,

medium
weight
1.!.. d. *Ow
hien v y
134 to 46 weight

FANCY .t:OSI
Large
variety
of check or plaids

in
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Rayot,

Silk Sixes
10 to 11 1-2

See Tremendous
Window Display

nt Of Footwear
A New Shipme
T

OXFORDS Q

97PUMPS - COLONIALS

Patent - Satins - Velvets
Tan Calf - Black Kid

Women's New

Newest patterns to choose from
Sizes range size 3 to S. Spike,
cuban, military, college and low
heels.
TN

NND

BLACK

Boys' School Shoes

a

(YTIIER
WOMEN'S
SLIPPERS
TO

97

$5.95

black calf,
or
Tan
lace shoes, extra fine
quality soles. All sines
to a large6. Bel and
Blucher styles

MEN'S

MEN'S WORK SHOES
Soft, pliable upperi
soles,
heavy
with
and soft box In toe
sizes 6 to 11

Felt Slippers
Colors of Taupe, Grey,
Brown and Navy. Sizes
6 to 11.

FELT JULIETS

11

Colors of Orchid,
blue and purple.
Good

leather,
soles
heel.
with

•••
MEN'S

DRESS

OXFORDS
Brown

and

black,

, bal
toes.,.
broad
I
.1zcs 6 to

new,
style.
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4,016 Inches Gain!
To date, in 1927, The TribuneDemocrat has carried 4,016
inches MORE advertising than
for the same period last year.

12 Pages This Week
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COUNTY BANKS HAVE
DAIRY TRIP TICKETS

weeks visit with her son Johnnie
O'Daniel of Makanda, Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kennedy,
of St. Louis, are visiting his
father and mother Mr. and Mrs.
H. W. Kennedy of this place
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Travis
were the Sunday guest of Mr.
and Mrs. J. A. Wright.
he women of Gilbertsville
et Wednesday and organized the
Wornen's club. They are planning to give a chicken supper
Halloween night the funds will
he used for the purpose of a four
year high school.

GILBERTSVILLE

LEASE TOBACCO BARN FOR
WINTER BASKETBALL GAMES

STREET WORK GOES ON

IKHOOLS MAY PUT
ON CONTESTS HERE

Work is being continued on
Benton streets this week by Contractor Gillahan. The streets were
in terrible condition last week Will Discuss Postponed Events at
end following the rains of last
Meeting Saturday; Perfect
Friday but have been placed in
Ateendance Expected.
excellent condition this week by
gradthe
with
out
working them
Every elementary teacher In
er.
the county but one was present
Solon L. Palmer, Mrs. Lucy at the regular meeting here last
Johnson, Mrs. ,Ethel Strow, Mrs. Saturday and County SuperinJ. M. Johnson and Miss Mary tendent Roy O. Chumbler is look,
Lyles attended funeral and bur- ing for a 100 per cent attendance
ial services for Mrs. Elizabeth of both high school and elemenPrice Sunday near Fair Dealing. tary teachers here this coming
Saturday.
At the meeting will be discussCome in and get our prices on
Washington and Allen furnaces, ed whether the schools will stage
they will heat two or threeburners their spelling, reading and chorus
at the same time, come in and let contests, which were postponed
with-the fair. The will also disus show you a real heater.
having a field meet (
cuss
and
Heath.
Morgan

The large receiving station
A wedding of great surprise to
here of the tobacco association : their many friends was that of
has been leased by the high school Mr. Euclie Galloway and Miss
May Be Obtained from Seven Far- fearii for games this winter. An Christeen Downing, which took
mers Up to Saturday Night; independent team from the town place October 8th, at Metropolis,
lease.
Ill. Mr. Galloway is the son of
Thereafter at Benton Banks. shares the
The warehouse is a splendid Mr, and Mrs. Dave Galloway and
place for basketball and many Mrs. Galloway is the daughter of
county
Marshall
games are expected to be played Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Downin
More than 100
attend
to
expected
there this winter between the They have many friends who wish
are
farmers
them a long and happy life.
the National Dairy Show at Mem- county high teams.
Admission will be charged at
phis next Tuesday, County Agent
Mr. Cleveland Wright and broH. E. Hendriacs announced Tues- games to pay the cost of the lease. ther from near Paducah spent
day of this week. More than sevthe week end with relatives and I Baptist Blood River Association
enty-five have already signified George Finley Hurt
friends of near this place.
to Meet October 19th.
their intention of making the
Mr. Robert Scott and Harold
Calvert
at
The
Baptist Blood River AssocFall
sevIn
and
train
special
the
on
trip
of
Harris
Ky.,
the
Rockport,
spent
will
be held at the Calvert
iation
up
sign
eral more are expected to
week end here with Mr. Carter City Baptist church beginning
seriously
was
Finley
S.
George
out.
pulls
before the train
Vickers here.
October 19 apd lasting for three
Ticklets may be obtained this hurt Monday morning about 7
Mrs.
Laura
the
O'Daniel
returned
are expected
from
days.
Delegates
fell
he
when
county's
o'clock
week from any of the
home
a
after
Thursday
from
Mrs.
three
of
several
counties.
residence
the
of
Hardin,
top
house
Benton,
five banks at
Gilbertsville and Birmingham or Rue Provine. Mr. Finley had arfrom H. C. Wood, Benton Route rived early to build some flues.
of
1, Ellis Vance, Brewers; Esq. E. When he was nearing the comb
he
which
on
ladder
the
house
Route
the
Gold,
Dan
7;
Route
C. Ross,
5; Grant Pace, Hardin; Bernice was standing slipped and he lost
Bastin, Briensburg or Will Ru- his balance. No bones were broken but he received several cuts II
dolph, Sharpe.
After Saturday night, however, and bruises and possibly internal
tickets must be obtained from injuries.
II
one of the Benton banks.
I
I
e,
Hopkinsvill
of
B. F. Johnson,
The fare for the round trip is
II
town
in
visitor
business
was
a
ever
only $4.55, the lowest fare
offered to Memphis from this sec- Monday.
Miss Fannie Smith returned to
tion. The train will leave here
II
Sunday after spending
Murray
will
early Tuesday morning and
It
the week end with her parents,
leave Memphis late that night.
Tailored
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Smith.
1
and
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Butler
Killing moths with electricity
Ii
Smocked
and kerosene has been successful Monday in Paducah.
by
on a truck farm near Danville,
4,4
NOTICE
tt 4.7'7
Va. The gardens are wired for
electric lights to attract the toWe wish to say to the public we
mato-worm moths and, as they fly
Dairy
close to the bulbs, they fall into keep on hand all kinds
II
pans of kerosene placed below the Feed, 24 per cent Protein. There
II
lamps. Before this trapping meth- is none better. We keep Oiti and
II
eiovis
od was adopted, approximately Brand, Tankage, Pig Meal and
town
in
When
The
Feed.
lost.
II
Chicken
half of the crop was
farm owner estimates that a sav- come in and see us as you can
II
.M01
ing of from $2,000 to $4,000 has save money.
II
JOHNSON BROS.
been realized yearly.
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Introducing Today---an entirely different group of new

Fall Crepe Dresses
Depicting Twelve Styles---Each Adorable In Its Simplicity
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PAINTING!

AUTO
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So
Smart!
Practical!
and Different!
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S VC;1114 •
o41.41•1'

or-
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Whether at work,in school,or pursuing
the more varied activities of the social day—
discriminating women will atonce recognize
in these dressesa new and much-sought mode.

ou

cfinarr
Shabby
NEW EQUIPMENT
Sprays Paint
EVENLY, EFFICIENTLY

IL
II
II

All New
Shades

II

I
II

Draffen Motor Co,
Authorized Ford Dealers
CALVERT CITY
BENTON',

II
II
II
Ii
It

0r

Noo

Here is smartness that bespeaks good taste—the kind most often approved

by those who are well able to seek it without thought of price. These
charming dresses are of excellent flat silk crepes—beautifully lustrous,
and firm in texture. Tailored to the Last Inch—they never so much as hint
then trifling cost and we predict women of every position will eagerly
accept them as 1 true "find." Fortunate, indeed, are WC to have them at

Sizes
14t042

II
II
II
II
II

a
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For the
Love of Economy
Here you are, Mr. and Mrs. Thrifty
Buyer. Come into Riley & Houser's where
a dollar is bigger than anywhere else.
You never saw such value merchandise at such low prices. Take advantage
of them Saturday.
On his recent trip to St. Louis Mr.
Houser bought some wonderful bargains.
Come in and see them.
44

RILEY & HOUSER

"Good Merchandise Cheap"
KENTUCKY
BENTON,
_, _

10

a

COLORS: •
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R ose
hcA t
Brown
Fallow
Sierra
Empire •
Dogwood
Goys Red
Concle Shell
Peach Blush
Palmetto
Navy
Grey
Black

o • r‘"
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Gatlin-Fergerson Co.
DEPARTMENT

Benton

STORE

Kentucky
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Senior News
By Myrtle McGregor
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Urging us to dare and do.
No half measured life we ask,
Strength for greater than our
task,
Watered milk to fill or flask!
Out with any life so weak!
Tis for full-grown task we speak,
For men worth our steel we seek!
Sorrow will enrich our joys;
Life rebuild what death destroys,
Balance bringing perfect praise.
Weight with measure just and
true,
With our watchword "Dare and
Do."
Life's at-one-ment "Silver-Blue."
The high school girls met with
Miss Faughn, Mr. Chambers and
Mr. Williams Tuesday, October
11th and organized a basketball
team.

mine.
Bible Lesson — Mary Frank
Eley.
The following talks were given:St. Mark's. The Old and New—
Mary Brooks Lovett.
What St. Mark's has meant to
me—Lucy Downing.
fit. Mark's — Minerva Cox.
My impression of St. Mark's —
Hilda Pace.
What St. Mark's has meant to
me — Ernestine Lyon.
Some historical sites in New
Orleans — Lena Wyatt.
Daily vocation bible school —
Grace Lovett.
Piano Solo—Rubie Smith.
Among those present were:Misses Mary Lyles, Grace Lovett,
Jessie Gibson, Corine Nelson, Ina
Jo Pace, Margaret Barnes, Hilda
Pace, Virginia Johnson, Elizabeth
Nelson,
Minerva Cox, Rubie
Smith, Willie Cox, Mary Brooks
Lovett, Lucy Downing,
Mary
Frank Eley, Mary Lucy Burnham,
Lena Wyatt, Elizabeth Combs,
Rubie McGregor, Evelyn Midyett,
Ernestine Lyon, Hazel Jones,
Mrs. H. H. Lovett, Mary Cornwell
Gieneva Cole, Aline Lovett, and
Ruth Jones.

The Glee Club of Benton High
School has been invited by Mrs.
Klyde Vaughn, 2nd Vice president
of F. D. E. A. to appear on their
program Friday evening November 26. The invitation has been
accepted and Mrs. L. L. Washburn
has been selected as director of
the club.
The Senior class met in regular
session Monday, October 10, with
president, John Gold Henson presiding, Class colors were selected
and discussed.
At last the Senior Class has adopted its colors. After much discussion as to the relative merits
of the various combinations offered, We adopted blue and silver
as the colors of the Seniors of
This advertisement, under Sec1927.
tion 2072 of the Kentucky Statutes
We did not choose an Alice- (Carroll's Edition, 1915 and 1922)
blue, or cerise, or mauve, or any as amended by the Act of the
of the up-to-date, but certainly General Assembly of Kentucky
transcient hues of the modern Chapter 70 of the Acts of 1922,
rrraid's vocabulary; but we select- approved March 23, 1922, is to
ed that enduring shade that has comply with the law and set forth
gleamed through the ages in the the following: On the 4th day of
rainbow of promise since God set September, 1926, by commitment
His bow in the clouds, We choose order of the County Court (Juthe blue of truth for our founda- venile Session) of Marshall countion—the blue of the sky and the ty, Kentucky, an infant named
ORDER OF WORSHIP
sea, and of all eternal things that Mary Holland, of Female sex, and
are as true and as high as the 3 years of age, was committed to Benton M. E. Church, South
heavens, and as deep and un- said Society as a neglected and
Sunday school 9:30 a. m.
resting as the ocean. With this dependent child, and said Society
blue we blend the silver which will, in conformity with said Sec- Preaching 10:45 a. m. and 7:00
symbolizes the price we must pay tion as amended, proceed in due p. m. Epworth League 6:15 p. m.
Voluntary — Unfold Ye Portals
for all of life's rich gifts, and course to consent to and consumthe price life must pay back to mate the adoption of said infant
Hymn, 69 — Safely throught
us for what we have to offer at by an Adoptor and accord to such another week.
her shrine. Silver is one of the Adoptor the parental control of
Apostles Creed, recited by all.
greatest treasures of the earth, the infant. This advertisement is
Prayer, concluding with the
and as such signifies much to us inserted and published once a Lord's Prayer.
in its promise of our power to week for four weeks in the TriHymn, 664 — 0 Zion Haste.
wrest from the world the best it bune-Democrat, a newspaper pubLesson from Old Testament—
has to offer. There is likewise a lished in Marshall County, Ken- Psalm, 2.
ring of sincerity in the silver tucky, and the newspaper preThe Gloria Patri.
coin as it is dropped to the sur- scribed by said Section as amendLesson from the New Testaface of the marble slab that ed.
ment—Rev. 22:1-8.
speaks truth and real value, beKENTUCKY CHILDREN'S
Announcements and Offering.
sides which the dull thud of lead,
Special — It is well with my
HOME SOCIETY
or the peculiar clang of brass is George L. Sehon, Superintendent. soul.
a mockery and a snare. Yes, it
Sermon — The Passing of the
N4
means all this to us and when,
sea.
after passage of years, the silver
Hymn, 312 — 0 Happy
YO—PE—MI—S0
threads begin to sprinkle with
day that Fixed my choice.
beautiful profusion the- leeks of
The Yo Pe Mi So met at the • Doxology and Apostolic Beneour hair—may-{Ley speak of wis- home of Miss Evelyn Midyett's, diction.
-tt.m and attainment and of full Monday night, with Miss Midyett
EVENING
life, rich with experience and and Miss Mary Lucy Burnham as
Hymn, 93 — Abide withh me.
achievement.
Hymn, 141 — The Rock that is
hostess. The following program
Yes, we blend the silver and blue was rendered:
Higher than I.
Mingling worth with what is true, Song — Touch of his hand on
Scripture Lesson — Isaiah 42.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1927

1-16.
Hymn, 74 — Jesus Savior Pilot
Me,
Annauncement and Offering.
Sermon — The Reed Unbroken;
The Flax Unquenched.
Hymn, 42 — I know I love thee
better Lord.
Apostolic Benediction.
The Intermediate Epworth League has raised $102 during the
conference year.
The Annaul Conference convenes in Memphis, Wednesday,
November 16th.
The Ladies' Missionary Society
met Monday afternoon with Mrs.
W. M. Foust. A good program was
rendered. All assessments are in
full.
There were 168 in Sunday
school last Sunday and 85 at
church. Paul said he was not
ashamed of the gospel of Jesus
Christ, for it is the power of
God unto salvation. Does it not
seem that the preaching of the
gospel is little appreciated when
so many refuse to hear it after
the Sunday school is over? We
are trying to preach a gospel that
will help people but no preacher
can be his best with empty pews.
We want you at 6unday school,
but we want you at preaching
also, We want AT LEAST MO at
church Sunday morning. It is to
be hoped that you will be in your
place to make one of that number.
WHEN YOU GRADUATE
FROM OALVERT HIGH
To most of us there are days
that must be dark and dreary.
There are times when we cring
from the sordid mockery, from
the emptiness and shallowness
that seems to reward our living
and striving.
After all life is not a dream or
a fancy, it is a stern reality.
What we ourselves can accomplish, enjoy and do for the upbuilding of man, are our achievements. Little do we in our school
days think of preparing ourselves
to our best advantage in the undertaking that we must go out
into the world to conquer. It has
been said that we are in the
world for a purpose, so why not
make the best out of life that is
afforded us.
Our school days will live fresh

THE

in our memory, when we are old
and gray, as the seniors of Calvert City wish to make this their
bumper year in number and in
grades, because they are the
smartest class in school.
The Seniors realize that they
must so soon depart from this
good old institution that has
been as a mother to them. To go
out into the world to gather the
moss that evokes their existence.
Wherever we may roam, when
seen by strangers say "I wonder
where that young fellow is from,
he seems to be standing on top
of the world", and some friend

of his would say, "Why he is
from old Calvert Hi."
We thank our teachers and
friends for making our school a
first class high school, for it may
mean so much to us when we
shall leave to go to a higher institution of learning.
Remember dear friends that if
you are not in high school that
you are losing something more
valuable that jewels. Go to high
school, learn the art of associating with fellow beings, learn
that which is priceless, the art
of cooperation, and I think that
when you have graduated you

can say, "my time has been welt
NIL .,,,d Mrs. RI
spent."
and Mrs. Wes Lac
Respectfully,
George William, Mr.
Clarence L. Freeman. B. Hastin, Misses L
ola Hastin and Mr. a
man Eiger and sons
Junior News
show at Birmingt
By Nelle Fisher
night
The Junior class of the Benton
high school met Monday, October
10th, 1927 from 10 to 1010 o'president Ronald
clock with
Brinkley presiding. The purpose
of this meeting was to plan a
program to be given at the chapel
exercises Wednesday, 12th.
The Junior class of Benton
high school met Wednesday 12th,
1927 and the following program
was rendered:
Song — School.
Bible Reading — Elizabeth
Smith.
Trombone Solo — Raymond
Egner
Declamation — "The Ties that
Bind" — Carter Fergerson.
Piano Solo — Rubie Smith.
One Act Play— "Stage Struck"
—Ruth Jones and Willie Cox.

FOR SERVICE
CALL

'

s'

FRED FILBECK
Funeral Director and Embalming

BRIENSBURG

Benton, Kentucky

Mr. and Mrs. J. M. English, Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd Dyke and daughters, Richard and Grant English
and Geier Washburn were visitors in Paducah Saturday.

Both Phones

••••••
••••••
••••••
•
•
BIG GIFT

R E. FOUST
Dentist

6

To
the
Wome
'
•
•

Better Teeth
Better Hcalthr
116

Olkelyk.
ARICS
INCOR PO RATED'

VirenS% and

At the following times and places, democratic speakers of prominence will address the voters in behalf of the democratic ticket.

Speakers will include Judge Bunk Gardner, Mayfield; John T. King, Democratic
nominee Commonwealth's Atty. 2nd District; J. S. Hodge, Eddyville; Senator
Garth K. Fergerson, LaCenter; Houston
Brooks. Mayfield; Lon Adams, Fulton;
Atty. M. C. Anderson, Wickliffe; Judge T.
R. James, Murray; Commonwealth's Atty.
Flavius Martin, Mayfield.

cv/s'Wearrilif

Now showing as varied an assembly of Clothes for
MEN, YOUNG MEN and BOYS
as can be found in any large city.

Friday, October 21st
7:00 P. M.
Unity Schoolhouse, Minter Schoolhouse
and Stice Schoolhouse.
Saturday,October 22nd
7:00 P. M.
Mt. Carmel Schoolhouse, Walnut Grove
Schoolhouse, Vanzora Schoolhouse,
Tuesday, October 25th
7:00 P. M.
Johnson Schoolhouse, Pugh Schoolhouse,
Darnall Schoolhouse.
Wednesday, October 26th
7:00 P. M.
Locust Grove, Vaughn's Chapel Schoolhouse, Griggs Schoolhouse.
Thursday, October 27th
7:00 P. M.
Sanders Ridge, New Constitution, Liberty
Friday, October 28th
7:00 P. M.
Maple Springs Schoolhouse.

•
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•
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•
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Democratic
Speakings

Men and Young
Men's Suits
2 Pair Pants

$25
All the New Fabrics
Patterns and Models

BOYS' SUITS
2 Pair Pants

$it"
Good fabrics—well made
Home of the Famous
WORSTED-TEX SUIT
KNIT-TEX TOP COAT

Pill

10,
11111
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The revival meeti
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in our memory, when we are old
and gray, as the seniors of Calvert City wish to make this their
bumper year in number tind in
grades, because they are the
smartest class in school.
The Seniors realize that they
must so soon depart from this
good old institution that has
been as a mother to them. To go
out into the world to gather the
moss that evokes their existence.
Wherever we may roam, when
seen by strangers say "I wonder
where that young fellow is from.
he seems to be standing on top
of the world", and some friend

from old Calvert Hi."
We thank our teachers and
friends for making our school a
first class high school, for it may
mean so much to us when we
shall leave to go to a higher institution of learning.
Remember dear friends that if
you are not in high school that
you are losing something more
valuable that jewels. Go to high
school, learn the art of associating with fellow beings, learn
that which is priceless, the art
of cooperation, and I think that
when you have graduated you
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nday and 85 at
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The Junior class of the Benton
high school met Monday, October
10th, 1927 from 10 to 10:30 o'president Ronald
clock with
Brinkley presiding. The purpose
of this meeting was to plan a
program to be given at the chapel
exercises Wednesday, 12th.
The Junior class of Benton
high school met Wednesday 12th,
1927 and the following program
was rendered:
Song — School.
Bible Reading
Elizabeth
Smith.
Raymond
Trombone Solo
Egner.
Declamation — "The Ties that
Bind" — Carter Fergerson.
Piano Solo — Ruble Smith.
One Act Play— "Stage Struck"
—Ruth Jones and Willie Cox,
-

•

FRED FILBECK
Funeral Director and Embalming

Benton, Kentucky
Both Phones

66th birthday anniversary. At the tended the show at Birmingham
noon hour a bountiful repast was Haturday night.
Mies Josephine English who
served which everyone enjoyed to
the utmost. Among those present has recently undergone an operwere, Mr. and Mrs. Roy McWat- ation fcr appendicitis has reers and children of Central City, turned home and is improving
Mr. and Mrs. Joe McWaters, and nicely.
daughter and Mrs. Margaret LofMrs. J. M. Fields is improving in of Paducah, Mr. and Mrs. R.
R. McWateis and daughter of
after a several days illness.
In memory of Brother E. T.
The revival meeting is in pro- Benton, Mr. and Mrs. Lee Dyke
gress here this week at the M. and daughters, Misses Ella and Fergerson,-who died September
, Lee Dyke, Mr. and Mrs. Pete 5th, 1927, we, the members of the
E. church. Rev. Crews, the pas- Marj
tor is conducting the nervicen. English, Paul Mack and Harrel Christian ¢unday School of BenServices are held at two o'clock McWaters, Walton and Harland ton, Kentucky, hereby tender
In the afternoon and 7 o'clock at Culp and Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Mc- these resolutions of respect to the
bereaved family. Whereas God in
night. Everyone is cordially in- Waters and daughters.
Mrs. Ella McWaters has ra- his infinite wisdom has taken
vited to attend.
Mrs. Geier Washburn and chil- turned to her home at Barlow, from our midst one of our faithdren spent the week end with her after spending a few days with ful and dearly beloved members;
father C. A. Ham and family on Mrs. Pete English and other rel- From the family a devoted husatives,
band and a kind and indulgent
Route 9.
father,
be it
dauand
Mrs. Nina Hardeman
Ernest Fiser and Walt Chandler
Resolved: That we bow subwere visitors in Benton Saturday. ghter of Memphis are the guests
Miss Nova Gordon, who has of Mrs. Hardeman's parents, MI iiissively to the will of an all
wise God.
been ill for several months, and Mrs. G. W. Lemon.
That we constantly remember
shows no improvement.
Mrs. W. T. Holly is improving
Mrs. Margaret Loftin of Padu• after an illness of of malarial he stricken family in our ,prayers and ministries of the church
cah spent the week end with Mrs. fever.
and
J. M. English and other relatives.
C. A. Ham was in
That these resolutions with our
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Penny and Monday on business.
sympathy be sent to the family
children spent the week end with
Ed Fields and Elmer Lindsey and a copy placed on the Sunday
relatives on Route 7.
Birmingham were here Mon- school record.
of
Mr. Hayes Dyke and Miss "ierenroute to Paducah.
day
Committee: Mrs, W. Shemwell,
tie Noles were visitors in PaduChandler
George
West, C. B. Cox.
Wallace
Mrs.
cah Saturday.
and
Mr.
I
There was a surprise birth- and daughters, Mr. and Mrs. Gas
day dinner given Sunday at the ton Fiser and sons, Scott Hastin
home of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Mc- and son Kenneth Lee, Herbert
Waters in honor of Mr McWaters Notes and Miss Claris Noles, atBriensburg — A wedding which
comes as a surprise to maily
*riends of the groom was that of
kfr. T. W. O'Bryan and Mrs. Pearl
Karney which was recently sol-mnized at Paducah. Mr. O'Bryan
formerly resided near here but
has been living at Paducah for
%everal months where he holds a
-esponsible position.
Mrs. O'Bryan is a resident of
Paducah. They have many friends
who wish for them a long and
prosperous life.

Mr. and Mrs. Rip Fiser, Mr
can say, "my time has been well
and Mrs. Wes Locker and son
spent."
Respectfully,
George William, Mr. and Mrs. W.
Clarence L. Freeman. B. Hastin, Misses Lizzie and Leda Haatin and Mr. and Mrs. Quitman Fiser and sons attended the
show at Birmingham Saturday
night.
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Mr. and Mrs. J. M. English, Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd Dyke and daughters, Richard and Grant English
and Geier Washburn were visitors in Paducah Saturday.
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THE SECRET
OF LOVELINESS
IS NOW YOURS
FOR THE ASKING
MARIVONNE
BEAUTY
EXQUISITES
I. M. Tichenor & Sons
Oct. 20-21-22
$10.00
Combination Package

&Is will live fresh

Now showing-as varied an assembly of Clothes for
MEN, YOUNG MEN and BOYS
as can be found in any large city.

12c for Postage

Patterns and Models

.0o
& SONS
I.
.cALvERTCITY KY
Home of the Famous
WORSTED-TEX SUIT
KNIT-TEX TOP COAT
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October

..

YOUR FIRST OPPORTUNITY
of obtaining the famous MARIVONNE BEAUTY PRODUCTS. Under this plan, ten regular full-size genuine
MARIVONNE products packed in the original sealed
factory case are offered to you for $1.98, and the Coupon
given below. After this initial demonstration, the individual package will be on sale at our store at the regular
prices listed here.
We personally, have tested and compared these proincts
and gladly recommend them. A complete package is on
display at our store. You may test them. If you are not
satisfied, your money will be refunded.

20 - 21 22

•
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A \VIDE RANGE OF PRICES
—PAPER FOR EVERY PURPOSE!

REPUBLICAN SPEAKING
EX-GOVERNOR

Edwin P. Morrow
KENTUCKY'S MOST GIFED ORATOR

I

An the New Fabrics

We're always pleased to give suggestions and advice when wanted out
of our many years of experience in
handling wallpaper.

Elder W. E. Morgan, pastor,
will fill his appointment at the
Penton Church of Christ here
Sunday morning and evening.
Elder Morgan is always enjoyed by a large congregation as he
is extremely popular personally
-is well as being a minister of
much ability.
The public is cordially invited
:o hear him.

BOTH OUR CALVERT CITY AND GILBERTSVILLE STORES

g

And you'll be pleasantly surprised
at the low figures at which you will
be able to decorate your rooms. At
delivery price we're always glad to
have you compare.

ELDER MORGAN TO FILL
PULPIT HERE SUNDAY

EACH BEAUTY BOX CONTAINS
50c
Marivonne Rose Cream
50c
Marivonne Talc Pottdre
Marivonne Cocoanut Oil Sham•
50c
poo
75c
Marivonne Brilliantine
Marivonne Complexion Poudre
$1.00
Marivonne Cleansing Cream $1.00
$1.00
Marivonne Depilatory
Marivonne Eau de Toilette $1.50
Marivonne Perfum Narcisse $2.50

Your Total Cost of All
Ten Products

The new shades and tonings of
our wallpapers will please your eye
with their charm and dignity.
Brighten up your home for winter with new wallpaper. The cheer
alone it will give you will be worth
the cost.

Will Speak hi BENTON I
Saturday Afternoon

Oct. 22nd.,at 1:30

I.
•
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Sunday for a visit to her mother, heaters at Morgan and Heath.
Mrs. N. J. Wallve, in LeitchDick Heath, of Gilbertsvi/le,
field, Ky.
was a business visitor in town
S. N. Creason is repairing his Monday morning.
home in east Benton. The wind
Frank Peck, of Scale, was here
WITH A
two on business Monday,
damaged
Tuesday night
rooms if the home considerably,
Charley Edwards, of Oak Level,
blowing in through an open wall. suffered a slight stroke of paralyThe firm that undersells Mor- sis here Monday morning at the
gan and Heath on anything they Wyatt Milling Co., where he had
handle has not opened up for brought a load of wheat. He was
business yet.
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and
winter during the pretty days that come
We invite you to drop in and see this machine
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has many relatives here.
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later on. It's a paying investment to keep
received in the Benton-Paducah
your property in repair—in satisfaction
football game last week.
Miss Louise Ford, of Detroit,
as well as dollars and cents.
is the guest of her cousin, Miss
Jessie Gibson, for a few days.
Be sure t. gei our prices on
Fisk tires and tubes before you
buy. Morgan and Heath.
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"The Home of Good, Wood Good
H. L. Griffith, of Paducah, was
UCKY
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II
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a visitor in Benton Friday.
F. F. Titsworth. of Sharpe, was
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Make your children happy

Electric Toaiter
for Sandwiches

"Better Home"

Now is an Excellent‘
Time to build or repair

Nelson-Ford Drug Co.
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0. Brandon Lbr. Co.

V.

WE URGE
Marshall County To Send
200 Farmers To The

National Dairy Show
TI

Our Stock
Is Complete
The Autumn Chill Has Already
Arrived and Winter is Just
Around The Corner
If:-oa rre in need of a New Stove, see oqr Progress Parlor furnace, the most economical heating stove on the market—
it will prove an ornament to any room.
We have many other Heating stoves of every design
est coal
and size—from the smallest wood heater to the larg
make
stove for heating several rooms. They are all standard ecom
ithem
stoves, equipped with the latest devices that make
cal to operate. AND OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT!
, coal
stove boards
Remember we have every stove accessory:- Pipe, joints,
d
good St. Bernar Coal, too.
shovels, coal hods, tongs, collars, etc. We handle that
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Gatlin-Fergerson Co
KENTUCKY

BENTON,

(Incorporated)

To Be Held At Memphis
Tuesday, Oct. 18 - - Will Be Kentucky Day
SPECIAL TRAINS WILL RUN FROM MARSHALL COUNTY
L
OVER THE N. C.& ST. L. AND THE ILLINOIS CENTRA
RAILROADS. THIS IS THE FIRST TIME THIS GREAT
SHOW HAS EVER BEEN HELD IN THE SOUTH AND WILL
PROBABLY BE THE LAST. DAIRYING IS ONE OF THE
MOST PROFITABLE OF FARMING INDUSTRIES—GO AND
LEARN MORE ABOUT IT.

Bank of Marshall
Comity
"Friend to Agriculture and Education"
Resources over $400,000.00
B. L. Trevathan, Cashier
Joe L. Price, Pres.
J. E. Cross, Asst. Cashier
Tullus Black, Vice-Pres.

